An international tour of schools, from kindergartens to colleges, shows educational design is smarter than ever

See page 126 for Efficiency Lab for Architecture’s Avenues Early Learning Center in Shanghai, China. Photography: Si Hu.
An international tour of schools, from kindergartens to colleges, shows educational design is smarter than ever.
“It’s a magical world interwoven by places of play, places of conversation, places of contemplation.”

Efficiency Lab for Architecture

Project: Avenues Early Learning Center, Shenzhen, China.

Standout: One of seven buildings on the 4-acre campus of Avenues, the third outpost of the internationally focused private institution for nursery through 12th grade, the center is housed in a converted warehouse that connects to its neighboring structures via bridges and walkways, while roof gardens and vertical playgrounds assure learning is not limited to the classroom.

Photography: Clockwise from top left: Si Hu, Zhen Chao; Si Hu, Zhen Chao (2).
"It’s a magical world interwoven by places of play, places of conversation, places of contemplation."

Efficiency Lab for Architecture

Project: Avenues Early Learning Center, Shenzhen, China.

Standout: One of seven buildings on the 4-acre campus of Avenues: The World School, the third outpost of the internationally focused private institution for nursery through 12th grade, the center is housed in a converted warehouse that connects to its neighboring structures via bridges and walkways, while roof gardens and vertical playgrounds assure learning is not limited to the classroom.

Photography: Clockwise from top left: Si Hu; Zhen Chao; Si Hu; Zhen Chao (2)